Entacapone.
Levodopa (LD) is an efficient drug for patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). Its short half-life supports peaks and troughs. These plasma fluctuations support alternating stimulation of striatal postsynaptic dopamine receptors and thus onset of motor complications. They are significant components for the quality of treatment of PD patients. This review discusses peripheral components of motor complication manifestation related to LD metabolism. LD troughs are associated with wearing off, which is reappearance of motor symptoms with decreasing drug effect. The addition of the catechol-O-methyltransferase inhibitor entacapone (EN) to LD/carbidopa (CD) improves wearing off, as EN prolongs LD half-life and avoids troughs. LD peaks are mostly related to peak dose dyskinesia, which are involuntary movements due to a central overstimulation with dopamine. One time addition of EN to LD/CD showed no increase of maximum LD concentration, but repeat EN supplementation to LD/CD elevated LD bioavailability and peaks. These pharmacokinetic data may explain the failure of the STRIDE-PD study, which aimed to show a delayed interval of dyskinesia onset with LD/CD/EN therapy. This study only allowed up titration with a fixed LD intake every 4 h. But dyskinesia occurrence may require down titration of LD dose or delay of next LD intake.